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Plot Summary: 
 

After their father is murdered under mysterious circumstances, the three Locke 
siblings and their mother move into their ancestral home, Keyhouse, which they 
discover is full of magical keys that may be connected to their father’s death. As 
the Locke children explore the different keys and their unique powers, a 
mysterious demon awakens (known as the 'well lady' by the youngest sibling 
Bode Locke)— and will stop at nothing to steal them. The three kids try to make 
new friends in the town and alongside discover secrets of the key house their 
father left behind. The series is a coming-of-age mystery about love, loss, and 
the unshakable bonds that define family.


Season 1 Synopsis: 

Twenty-five years ago, the Keepers of the Keys - consisting of Rendell Locke, 
Kim Topher, Jeff Ellis, Mark Cho, Erin Voss, and Ellie Whedon, and her boyfriend 
Lucas Caravaggio - used one of several magical keys, to open the Black Door, 
leading to the possession of Lucas Caravaggio by a mindless shadow demon. 
Tragically, Locke is forced to kill him and the keepers disband. Locke's brother, 
Duncan, saw what happened, so they had no choice but to remove his memories 
and to hide them. In the present day, Ellie uses one of the keys to summon a 
mysterious entity named "Echo" - whom she nicknames "Dodge" - into the 
Wellhouse, hoping to bring Lucas back from the dead. She traps Echo there, 
leaving the infuriated and emaciated girl consumed with revenge.  

Nearly a year later Rendell is visited by Sam Lesser, who murders him when he 
refuses to disclose information regarding Keyhouse, resulting in the Locke family 
- Tyler, Kinsey, Bode and their mother Nina - relocating to their family home.  

Alone at their new home, Bode discovers a locked outhouse containing a well 
and meets the Echo, who is still in the well and remains unable to escape. She 



asks if he has found any of the magical keys hidden throughout Keyhouse 
Manor, disclosing their existence. He finds the Anywhere Key in Kinsey's bracelet 
and uses it to steal ice cream. He then finds the Mirror Key, Echo tells him that 
the key allows the user to commune with the dead. His attempt to see his father 
backfires when Nina steps into the mirror, finding herself in a dimension she 
cannot escape. When he goes to Echo for help, she tells him to rescue Nina 
himself, and escapes with the Anywhere Key. Kinsey suggests sending Tyler in 
with a rope, resulting in their mother's successful rescue. Everyone questions 
what occurred, and Bode reveals the key and the magic around the house. 
However, Nina has no memory of the incident, confusing her children.  

While trying to solve the mystery Bode, meets Rufus (Ellie’s son), who looks after 
the grounds at Keyhouse, and the two bond. Meanwhile, Echo visits Sam, who 
was imprisoned after killing Rendell Locke. She returns to Bode with a peace 
offering, and he proceeds to lie that he has not found any more keys. Infuriated, 
she tells him that when he finds the keys he is to give them to her. Nina befriends 
Ellie Whedon, as well as Tyler's English teacher, Joe Ridgeway. Tensions rise 
between Tyler and Kinsey and Kinsey reveals that she is angry that Tyler doesn't 
talk to her anymore. The two argue until Kinsey notices Bode in his room with a 
new key in his neck. Tyler and Kinsey are in awe of the metaphysical box before 
them and enter. Where Bode reveals that they are inside his head, where 
feelings come to life. Fearing the damage the keys could cause, Tyler and Kinsey 
take the keys from Bode. Kinsey suspects Rendell must have known about them. 
Bode reveals the woman from the Wellhouse and her quest for the keys.  

Kinsey uses the Head Key on herself, after probing some of her memories, she is 
attacked by a savage woman with blonde hair, a physical manifestation of her 
fear. After fighting with Nina, Kinsey uses the Head Key again, dragging the 
figure out and burying it, essentially killing her fear. Ellie visits Nina at Keyhouse, 
and Nina asks if Ellie could help her get in touch with some of Rendell's friends, 
only to learn none of them can be a help at all. Ellie finds it therapeutic being 
back at Keyhouse, and shows Nina a game room full of old artifacts. Nina spends 
the next few days reminiscing over times spent with Rendell, growing more 
depressed. 

The Echo visits Erin Voss, at the psychiatric hospital who has been mute from 
the past accident, the Echo tells her that the majority of her friends are now dead 
and threatens to penetrate her mind. She then ambushes Bode, he attempts to 
beat her with a stick, but she deflects his assault, takes him outside, and 
surrounds him in a ring of fire, he realizes she cannot take the keys from him, 
which leaves her with no choice but to leave. The first key not to be found by 
Bode manifests itself before Tyler and Kinsey inside a piano - the Music Box Key, 
capable of controlling the actions of another. At school, Kinsey shows it to her 



friends and, watching from afar, attempt to humiliate Eden Hawkins and avenge 
everyone she has bullied. When she charmingly passes it off as comedy, fellow 
“Savini Squad” member Gabe notices the situation and creatively launches a 
hilarious spectacle that eventually goes viral. 

Kinsey and Tyler are drawn by the whispers to the graveyard, where they find a 
key hidden in a vase. Seeing a keyhole on a nearby tree, they cause glowing jars 
to emerge from the floor, each being a memory, explaining why Duncan had 
mysteriously forgotten all of the manor's lore. Mr. Ridgeway is found dead, and at 
Matheson Station, Nina talks with Detective Mutuku, and attempts to convince 
him that Mr. Ridgeway wouldn't have killed himself, suspecting a murder, and 
having no idea Ellie Whedon had been present.  

Kinsey attempts to refresh Duncan's memories by using a jar from the yard, she 
does not succeed. But they are able to view them and Tyler becomes furious 
when one of the memories shows Rendell killing his friend and declares that he 
is done with the whole ordeal. Nina questions Ellie about having identical scars 
with Rendell, unable to form an efficient lie and Ellie storms off. Back at 
Keyhouse, Bode is drawn to to a sewing room where he finds another key. Echo 
approaches him and threatens that he will be the downfall of his entire family - 
foreshadowing that Sam has escaped from prison by using the Matchstick Key 
given to him by Echo. 

Kinsey and her friends decide to use the Drowning Caves for their film. Drawn in, 
Kinsey finds a mysterious adoor with an omega symbol on its lock. When the tide 
rises, everyone narrowly escapes with their lives. Tyler is in awe when Echo 
enters a party - the two hit it off, meet at the convenience store, and have sex in 
her car after she reveals her nickname as Dodge. However, she loses grip of the 
Anywhere Key and Tyler, presuming her to be the "Well Lady", makes a narrow 
escape with it. 

Sam having found the Locke Family, threatens Nina's life. He holds the family 
hostage, and gains possession of the Mirror Key, Music Box Key, and Plant Key. 
He interrogates them for the Head Key, which re-reveals the existence of the 
keys to Nina. When Echo arrives Sam refuses to honor his word and hand over 
the newly acquired Head Key to Echo. She silences him with a knife, leading to 
his spirit becoming trapped on the property. Flustered by everything that is going 
on, Nina begins drinking again.  

Rufus and Ellie are revealed to have a mysterious guest, who is Lucas 
Caravaggio, Ellie's childhood boyfriend. Having told Tyler earlier that the Echo 
plans to open the Black Door, Kinsey leads him there, where she apologizes for 
removing her fear. They visit Erin Voss, Kinsey notices a photograph with Lucas 



in it next to Erin, which makes it clear that Dodge and Lucas are one and the 
same. Kinsey begs Nina not to turn too drinking as the Locke Children need her. 
Tyler finds the Omega Key. 

Bode finds the Matchstick Key in the yard and tells Rufus Lucas' real identity. 
Tyler reveals the existence of the keys and Dodge to his friends, in the hopes 
uniting against Dodge. Kinsey receives a call from Ellie, who asks if the two can 
meet at Keyhouse. She tells her the events that separated the Keepers of the 
Keys twenty-five years past. Echo has a mysterious key of her own, which Ellie 
had used to summon her into the Wellhouse, assuming she was bringing Lucas 
back from the dead and unintentionally trapping Echo there, and she has sought 
revenge ever since.  

Bode gives Ellie the Shadow Key, so Ellie can retrieve the Crown of Shadows 
from her house, but Echo takes it from her and returns to Keyhouse Manor. She 
uses key to unlock the Black Door and command semi-sentient shadow demons. 
The Locke kids push Echo into the door, assuming that she is defeated. 

Season one closes with Bode writing a letter to Rufus, telling him that the keys 
were fun at first, but are now a part of who they are and they must protect them. 
The three Locke children, the four Savini Squad members, and Rufus have 
become the second generation of the Keepers of the Keys. The Locke Family 
takes a trip to the cliffs above the Drowning Caves to spread Rendell's ashes into 
the wind. Although everything seems to have ended well for the Lockes, a series 
of flashbacks reveal that a second decoy had been made when Dodge used the 
Identity Key on Ellie, triumphantly finishing her quest for revenge, and that Eden 
was hit by one of the shadow demons when the Black Door was open previously.  

It is revealed that all along, Gabe has been Echo, as Echo meets with the now 
possessed Eden. 
---  

Season 3 is set to be in production from 3/2/2021 - 7/23/2021 

---  

 

Main Cast:  
• Jackson Robert Scott as Bode Locke, the youngest of the Locke children, 

the most inquisitive, and the one who finds the majority of the keys. 
Namely, he finds the Ghost Key, which allows his consciousness to leave 
his body and travel independently.




• Connor Jessup as Tyler Locke, the eldest of the Locke children. Tyler is 
struggling from the guilt of a strained relationship with his father, he is 
initially skeptical when his brother introduces him to the 
mysterious keys he finds at their childhood home. He is eventually forced 
by the demon that killed his father to witness the power of the keys.


• Emilia Jones as Kinsey Locke, the only daughter of Locke family, she 
changes her appearance upon return to Lovecraft in hopes of blending in 
with the other locals. Unbeknownst to her—or anyone around her—her 
father gifted her the Anywhere Key in a gold bracelet worn around her 
wrist. She unknowingly dates Dodge, who uses the Identity Key to take on 
the appearance of “Gabe".


• Darby Stanchfield as Nina Locke, the matriarch of the Locke Family, she 
returns home following the untimely death of her husband. She suffers 
from being an alcoholic and was warned to return her family 
to Keyhouse should anything happen to him.


• Sherri Saum as Ellie Whedon, is one of Rendell Locke's childhood 
friends who has experienced the power of the Keys for herself. A close 
advisory to the Locke family, she becomes entangled in her own dark past 
when they return to Keyhouse.


• Bill Heck as Rendell Locke was the husband of Nina Locke, and the 
father of Tyler, Kinsey, and Bode Locke. When Dodge convinces Sam 
Lesser to find the keys for her. He attacks Rendell and the Locke Family 
and ends up killing Rendell before being arrested by the police.


• Laysla De Oliveira as Dodge, trapped in the Well House by the original 
Keepers of the Keys, she begins communicating with Bode when he 
arrives at Keyhouse Manor. She eventually manipulates him into freeing 
her with the Anywhere Key, beginning her quest to find the Omega 
Key and open the Black Door. Dodge has adopted various personas over 
the course of time, including Lucas Caravaggio and Gabe.


• Thomas Mitchell Barnet as Sam Lesser with a GPA of 3.4, Sam is 
struggling with the burden of a neglectful, abusive father and a personality 
disorder. His emotions get the better of him multiple times, causing him to 
commit atrocities against the Locke Family.


 

https://lockekey.fandom.com/wiki/Identity_Key
https://lockekey.fandom.com/wiki/Nina_Locke_(Netflix)
https://lockekey.fandom.com/wiki/Tyler_Locke_(Netflix)
https://lockekey.fandom.com/wiki/Kinsey_Locke_(Netflix)
https://lockekey.fandom.com/wiki/Bode_Locke_(Netflix)
https://lockekey.fandom.com/wiki/Lucas_Caravaggio_(Netflix)


Developed by: 

Meredith Averill (Also known for The Haunting of Hill House (2018), The 
Good Wife (2010-2013), and Star-Crossed (2014))


Aron Eli Coleite (Also known for Star Trek: 
Discovery (2017), Daybreak (I) (2019), Heroes (II) (2006-2010))


Carlton Cuse (Also known for Lost (2004-2010), Tom Clancy's Jack 
Ryan (2018-2021), Bates Motel (2013-2017), Rampage (2018))


Executive Producers:  
Meredith Averill, Carlton Cuse, Andy Muschietti, Barbara Muschietti, Ted 
Adams, David Alpert, Lydia Antonini, Joe Hill, Rick Jacobs, Kevin 
Lafferty, Chris Ryall, Frank Siracusa, John Weber, Aron Eli Coleite, 
Michael Morris, Tim Southam, Lindsey Springer 

Production Companies:  
Netflix, IDW Entertainment, Take 5 Productions, Circle of Confusion

 
  


